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Sit. Stand. Learn.

High-performing classrooms require seamless technology

solutions and a variety of teaching platforms. Students

appreciate options to sit, perch, or stand. Uncompromising

product design, paired with variety, gives students and

educators a sense that the space is designed for them.

Scene: Zori Tables and Command Center
Left (top to Bottom): Zori Lecterns and Command Center

Higher education

Innovative Workspaces.
Unparalleled Service.
Happy Clients.

Each environment in the educational setting plays a part in enabling and motivating students to learn. 

Our high-caliber furniture collections seamlessly combine utility, comfort, and style with innovative 

design touches, at a wide range of price points. Explore the possibilities with Lewis Stevenson. 

CLASSROOMS

Today’s instructors need fluid spaces where 

students can focus independently and 

move freely as they engage in hands-on 

learning. Provide the tools for enlightenment 

with versatile desks, smart seating, sliding 

whiteboards, writable surfaces, and more. 

LOUNGE AREAS

Freedom is essential to learning—especially 

beyond the classroom door. Optimize 

lounges hallways, and common areas 

with comfortable furnishings and built-in 

connectivity to encourage both group study 

and independent pursuits.

ADMIN & FACULTY OFFICES

Invite a productive exchange of ideas 

behind the scenes. Flexible seating, 

filing, and work-surface solutions provide 

engaging common areas while elegant 

furnishings personalize private offices. 

OUTDOOR

Elevate outdoor spaces with sturdy 

benches, tables, chairs, message centers, 

and more designed to withstand the 

elements. Provide a place in the fresh air 

for students to learn, grow, and even find 

a moment of peace between classes.   

TEAM SPACES

Huddle up. Break it down. Create adaptable 

meeting areas, with built-in power and 

hookups, that invite collaboration while 

also providing privacy for more in-depth 

discussions. 

LIBRARIES

Today’s libraries and media centers are 

versatile and functional. Think wall-mounted 

tables with screen integrations, nesting tables 

on casters, and modular collections designed 

for sitting, standing, perching—the freedom to 

move and think at the same time.  

CAFÉ & DINING

Make refueling about more than just food and 

coffee. Design multi-use dining spaces with 

stylish stools and lounge chairs; counters and 

tables that double as work surfaces; clean, 

easy solutions for technological integration. 

INSPIRATIONAL DESIGN. 
DYNAMIC SPACES. 
FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS.
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C A F E  & L O U N G E

Encourage Learning. Anywhere. Anytime.

Sit, stand, relax, recharge, socialize, or study. Cafés and lounges

create community hubs where you can achieve it all.

By partnering with leading material manufacturers, Enwork offers

a variety of durable, yet beautiful finishes. Cambria, KrystalCast,

and WilsonArt Solid Surface are just a few standards available

with most table bases.

Inspiring
Variety in Materials 

Connection to the Outdoors
Private & Social Settings

Scene: Adventure Table, Sawhorse Tables, Disc Base Tables, Landing Team Tables 
Above (left to right): Apron Table, Adventure Table, Zori X-Base Table (polished), Square Table
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Edge Profiles (top to bottom): Laminate 3mm,  
Solid Surface Knife, Back-Painted Glass on Knife, 

Cambria Quartz, KrystalCast on Knife


